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Bath-time sounds very inviting in some
households. Thanks to Connor for sharing
your poem with us!

The Bath Bomb

What’s
Happening?

It has been a very different way of life for
us all over the last few weeks, so it was
interesting to hear today what school life
will look like under Level 2. It certainly
looks like it will be much closer to normal
school life than the Level 3 restrictions,
with more general recommendations, instead of the strict rules of Level 3. Some
requirements they have listed will have
been expected anyway, like the need for
good hygiene and as much social distancing as we can manage in classes and in
general school life. You can check the details of Level 2 requirements on this website:

Thanks again for all your support. I have
received many great comments from Hinuera families about the distance learning
work the teachers have been doing with
the children, and this encouragement is
hugely appreciated. Stay safe, and I’ll communicate again with a further update as
soon as possible.

https://covid19.govt.nz/assets/resources/
tables/COVID-19-alert-levels-detailed.pdf

The remainder of this newsletter is largely
a tribute to all our students, their teachers
and their parents who have been involved
in a new way of learning over the past few
weeks. It’s easy to see there are lots of
ways to learn, through play and activities,
as well as practising the more formal elements of education. Collectively we have
created all manner of opportunities, memories and building blocks.
We have had so many lovely examples to
choose from but enjoy this small peek into
others learning bubbles and celebrate
their achievements:

I’ll be working with the BOT to plan a way
forward for Hinuera School once there is
any date announced for a move to Level 2.
The Level 2 school information so far
seems reasonably general, so there is a
chance that more detail will be added next
week. We’ll be watching out for any developments there as well.
With the building contractors currently
nearing completion of the Junior Block
stage of the project, and a possible hand
over date for this block in the week ending
Friday 22nd May, Hinuera School’s return
to school will end up being different from
other schools, with the need for some classes to move rooms in the first week being
on the cards. The hand basin upgrade in
the Junior Toilet area is going well, and it
looks like this will be completed in the next
few days, so we’ll update you when that is
done. We’ll need that toilet area sorted to
be able to return to school with a minimum of disruption. Your ongoing patience
with this situation is appreciated, and we
will communicate as soon, and as fully as
we are able about our plans. A reminder
that once the Junior Block work is completed, the contractors will then be swapping
to complete work on the Senior Block.

Ngā mihi nui Dean McDonnell
Principal

Celebrating Learning

Lucas-R6 wrote the
following story in response to this picture
given to them by Mr C.
What a wonderful imagination you have
Lucas!
Underneath my apple tree at the back of
my barn there lived a snail called Geoffrey.
He lived inside one of the fallen apples
that lay deep in the long wavy green grass,
Geoffrey had made little house with windows and a little snail shell shaped door;
welcome is what it said on the leaf mat
that sat at the door. He also needed a nice
big chimney out the top so that the hot
steam and smell could rise through the

chimney from his most delicious apple
cake. One day when Geoffrey was going
along with his daily apple cake making
there came a loud stomping noise from
the next door neighbours. I ran down to
see if Geoffrey was alright. When I got to
the apple house I saw a big hairy scary foot
that was just about to stand on Geoffrey
the snails house. "STOP DONT TAKE ONE
MORE STEP"! I said. The big hairy scary
foot stayed up in the air frozen, which
gave me enough time to pick up Geoffrey
the snails apple house. I thought to myself
he needs somewhere else safe to live, so I
placed him on a branch that was flat and
was just the right height, Geoffrey carried
on making his delicious apple cake for the
rest of the snail village.

Plug in, water on.
Bath bomb dropped in.
Fizzy and sizzling
Lime and coconut smell
Warm green water
Relaxing soak
Warm fluffy towel
Plug out,
Jarmies on.
Connor Aspinall R6

Maddi from R5 is sharing a sad teddy tale
that she wrote and illustrated. Sounds like
Maddi might have been looking for bears
in windows over the last few weeks.

Nash R5 could sail the seven seas in this
“wicked” pirate ship he has
constructed. Great recycling Nash.
Sarah-Jane R5 is looking super proud of
the awesome stories she has written
and illustrated. Good work!

The little boy is sitting on a brown box with
his teddy bear looking at a house feeling
sad. His teddy bear is turquoise and the
sun is going down. There are trees all
around him. His teddy bear is sad and he
is sad too. He wished he had a home like
everyone else but he didn’t. He looks at
the house every day and his teddy does
too.

And from R7 .. here is Hamish's amazing
creation from a Lego task based around a
story called The Butterfly Effect .

Catherine R6 has used some fabulous language in these Haiku poems. She really
can paint a picture with words ….
rickety old bridge
outstanding coral colours
crystal clear water

the glowing sun sets
below the horizon line
reflections shining

Kayce R2 has been baking some
delicious Anzac biscuits as part of
a maths activity. Yum!

Finally let’s finish with a huge happy birthday to the following students who have
celebrated a birthday over the last few
days or who are about to celebrate one
soon. Hope the day is a really special one.
Patrick Gordon
Cooper McKee
Zach Lentfer
Mikaira Williamson
Hamish Alexander
Tilly Hopkins
Haiden Kerr

Check out this stunning butterfly
created from autumn leaves.
Top job Axton R5

Boston R2 with a beautiful Anzac
wreath he made. What a lovely
tribute.

Birthday Greetings

smiling eyes staring
sharp claws in fluffy paws
stretching far away

